
      The Near Perfect Raid 
 
 
From Debra Forman in a comment to the Acropolis Memories posting on 9/10/16: 

It was in the summer of 1971. We were Low Seniors in Bunk H. We had just come back from our annual trip to 
New Hope. We had visited Bobby Newman’s dad’s Ice cream place, went to see a show at the Bucks County 
Play House, had our Peter Max Black light poster and tie die shirts. We came back into camp after curfew – it 
was late. 

The next morning we were supposed to have a “late morning”. Well the Inters in Bunk 10, whose bunk was in 
front of us, decided it was the morning they were going to make as much noise as humanly possible. After 
repeated efforts to shut them up, they finally went off to breakfast. Tired, irritable, and yes probably pre-
menstrual as we all of 12 and 13 years of age – we decided to plot our revenge. 

 
We raided bunk 10 – who was in bunk 10? Robin Feld, Dori Garfinkel, Amy Leibowitz, Susan Landis et al. 
The kicker was that one of the kids in our Bunk – Janise Astor had a cousin in bunk 10…..Dori Garfinkel. After 
much planning – she laid down the law that under no circumstance was Dori’s area or her stuff to be 
touched…..mistake number one – YOU NEVER LEAVE A CALLING CARD!  We collapsed beds – 
remember they were those metal framed beds. We stripped linens, dumped cubbies, smeared toothpaste 
everywhere….all this and leaving Dori’s area, bed, cubby etc…untouched! 

 
The next day, our counselors – Karen Kotloff and some “one hit wonder” ( she came to camp as a counselor for 
one year and never returned…doesn’t say much for us); were summoned by Sharon Weiss, Nadine Kleinyoung 
and Ellen Rashbaum to have our bunk arrive at the “Color War” central Pagoda. Why was it called the Color 
War Pagoda? – for the week that came after the end of Color War we would all meet after breakfast at this one 
pagoda and sing Color War songs from years past. This served several purposes – 1) to remember the songs 
from as far back as the oldest person could remember and 2) to teach these songs to all the kids. So, when they 
get to be “Old Timers” they can do the same, thus the tradition will live on. 

 
OK on with the story –Everyone was now assembled at the pagoda, except Sharon.  Now for those who do not 
know Sharon – she too had quite the reputation – she was respected and yes quite feared.  

She came in quietly and began: 
“Number 1 – all your late night privileges have been revoked for the rest of the summer! 
“Number 2 – you are bunked for one week – if you survive each other we will discuss what happens from there 
on! 
“Number 3 – I AM FURIOUS!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 
Her voice had reach such a deep resounding pitch, that instantaneously all us began to cry. Whether it was guilt 
or fear or any emotion you could possibly dream- up we knew this was as close to HELL as anyone could come. 
Though the day was rout with horrors and sadness several positive things came out of the day. 



1) Many of the kids who really didn’t belong at camp, never returned 
2) Those that did – turned over some sort of a leaf and vowed to be the best of campers 
3) We learned that if you raid…..you had better be organized as to what you want to accomplish, have an exit 
strategy – and for G-d’s Sake NEVER leave any evidence that it was you; keep cool and hopefully….. you 
won’t get caught. 

 
Number 3 would come in very handy some three years later. We proved to have learned our lessons VERY 
well. 

 
So, we did indeed redeem our reputation….to a point. Only 6 of us returned the following year. Barbara Stern, 
Beth Resnick, Mindy Lundy, Janise Astor, Debbie Glaser and myself – Deb Forman. There was a whole other 
group of new campers the same age as we were. But Danny Pevner and Connie Chalick , who ran Girls Camp, 
were quite careful not to put them together with us – lest we either corrupt them or tear them to shreds. We were 
a dossal crew. Good athletes, spirited kids even had two of us who were Top Ten of Miss Saginaw. But, they 
still didn’t want us anywhere near the new kids. 

 
So the year passed and we all had a wonderful summer. Let us skip ahead two years. It is now 1974. Camp 
Saginaw was a much smaller camp. Enrollment was down. There was quite the recession going on at the time. 
Waiters and male counselors were still nervous that their draft numbers would be called, though the war was 
winding down. But, we didn’t think of those things. It was our Aide year. We had been put together with the 
new kids in 1973 and this was our second year in Bunk S, which was the end of the line for Senior Girls Bunks. 
We all were so excited to be together again. We even went as far as to get together for Marilyn Goldman’s 
birthday in April . We had a whole weekend at her house; planned Big and Little Sister day (complete with hour 
to hour activities); and had chosen our Color War Themes….we even started sketches for the banners – now 
that’s being organized and yes very psyched! 

 
So to say the least we were going to hit 1974 with all the gusto that 15 and 16 year olds could. We had our 
favorite counselor again for the second year – Myra Holt and a counselor, new to Saginaw and new to the 
camping experience who was Division Leader – Debra Funkhouser. 

 
The year went well. We were the most spirited, the most athletic, and the most popular kids in the camp. 
Everyone looked up to us….yes we were the top of our world. 

 
One evening after lights out, we decided we were bored…………..OK…. here’s where trouble begins. There 
were several of us who remembered the lessons we had learned from Sharon only 3 years before…so we took 
great care as you will soon see. 

 
For as long as all of us could remember the Hill was the top of the top, cream of the crop, frankly they had a 
huge chip on their shoulders – more like a boulder and we thought it was our job to knock them down a peg. 



Thus, the plot was hatched.  The Hill was to go out of camp for dinner and a baseball game one evening. That 
was our opening. 

 
With the precision of a well-oiled machine, we had planned the perfect raid. We split the bunk into several 
teams. Half of which consisted of three teams of two or three were assigned to underwear…..yes underwear; 
and the other teams were assigned to pillows. We reserved our two best runners to be look-outs at the base of 
the Hill and at the Top beyond Hill 6 and before Lenny’s Cabin (I think Lenny was Director – but it might have 
been Connie at that time – I can’t remember) Strange how I can remember in such detail this plot though – 
AHHHHH….. how the mind does work! 

 
Those assigned to underwear were to take all the underwear out of a given bunk and switch them with a pre-
assigned bunk. The idea being that the smallest guys….like Hill 6 would have Hill 1’s underwear and visa 
versa. We had planned exactly what bunks underwear was to go were. At the same time – those assigned to 
pillows were to take all the pillows on the Hill and get them onto Hill Court. There another team was waiting to 
design a giant I J on the Hill Court. We rehearsed several times in the bunk by way of graphs on paper.  

We were so well trained that when we left the bunk on our raid, NOT A WORD WAS TO BE SPOKEN. Only 
the runners were allowed to signal us through a series of whistles, that trouble was on the way. We even had 
escape routes, in case of a visitor to the Hill, while we were doing our “jobs”. We figured the best time for the 
raid would be just after Girl’s Dinner Mess – as the boys would be at dinner and the girls would be off doing 
whatever they do after dinner – which was usually running around having water fights, or shaving cream fights 
or just hanging around.  

Oh by the way – we even organized a water fight on the Acropolis to divert attention away from us – pretty 
slick! We had told our counselors that we were headed off to Big Rock to polish up the Color War songs, so 
that they would know where we were…..yeh right! 

 
I have to say – the whole operation was quite the success – until we heard Beth Resnick whistle. Then we knew 
we were in trouble. By that time the pillows were kind-of in place but the underwear brigade was in the middle 
of their run. Needless to say, the underwear was just tossed and the girls just took off….sorry to say some ended 
up in trees, bushes, and the shower house – at that moment we really didn’t care. We just needed to get out of 
there and quickly. 

 
The plan was, no matter what happened, we were all to meet up at Big Rock. Well it was close. Janise Astor 
was stuck in the shower house waiting for “whoever” to move away so that she could make her escape. 
Actually, Beth just got nervous and whistled out of just plain nerves – no one was there and we all made it to 
Big Rock approximately an hour after we left our own bunk to begin the raid. We then had to come up with a 
plan why we were all out of breath, sweaty and bit ragged.  

We then hatched the insipid idea that Marilyn Goldman had fallen or was falling off of Big Rock, which cause 
quite the stir and panic with all of us. To further the rouse – we scratched up Marilyn with sticks – she was a 



good soldier – and we all rolled in the dirty wet leaves. Three of us decided we had to go down and finish at 
least the giant IJ. We waited for their return with much anticipation and concern.  

Finally, we then went sprinting back to Bunk S where we told our “tale” to Myra and to Deb. Beyond our 
wildest dreams….they bought it! Well, I’m not entirely sure Myra bought it. When we asked the two of them to 
have a pre-evening activity – Myra looked at us and said:” What ever you guys are up to, just make sure it 
won’t get Deb in trouble”. My campers will tell you, they could have never pulled this crap when I was their 
counselor. In fact, any of us who did stay long enough to become counselors were so well practiced that no 
bunk of ours could ever pull the wool over our eyes as we had done everything they could possibly dream up, 
twice and gotten away with it at least once! 

 
That evening, actually, it was more like after mid night – the Hill returned. We heard them pass by our bunk, 
which was dark, and quiet. We were as still as “church mice”. Within about 20 minutes all hell broke loose. 
There was yelling, cursing, shouts and calamity coming from the Hill. It was fairly dark, but I will bet all the 
money in my pocket verses all the money in your pockets, we all had evil grins on our faces for we knew we 
were successful. 

The next morning brought Murray Rosensweig in quite a state yelling to Deb as she was Senior Division 
Leader. I still remember him coming into Girl’s Mess that morning red faced and shaking with anger. We all 
very carefully gave each other a look of: “if anyone give us away….you are more than dead and the Hill will be 
the least of your problems.” Needless to say we all stayed really cool with our heads down. Some of us who 
were more experienced at…yah know….lying…..actually looked up and gave looks to Murray of horror. “Who 
would do such a thing? How dare someone raid the HILL of all places?” 

 
The strangest things began to happen over the week – the raid was so well planned and so executed that one by 
one, bunks started taking credit for the raid. Not just senior bunks mind you….but Inters as well. This was such 
a source of pride…everyone wanted in on it. This gave us much satisfaction and many hours of entertainment. 
Then about 4 days after, when no one could be pegged with the raid….things had begun to settle down. The 
guys got their underwear back – the pillows had dried out and returned, and camp was returning to normal.  

At lunch, Danny Pevner just happen to saunter by our table. He stopped and leaned into the table and beckoned 
us to do the same.  “OK girls….no one….I mean no one was capable of pulling that off except for you girls. 
Now truth be told….you did it, didn’t you.”   

Stunned, we all turned to the one person who could look Danny in the eye – lie through her teeth and he would 
believe her – well that task fell on me. I knew what my job was before anyone from the bunk had the time to 
glance at me.  “Danny, yah know, I wish we had thought of that – it was brilliant – but honestly we had nothing 
to do with it.” Without blinking, without taking a breath I then stared directly into those eyes of his, wishing I 
was dead, or at least anywhere else than where I was at that time.  He stared back, took a breath, straightened 
and said: “You guys are the best.” He walked away. And that was that. We knew we had come of age – we had 
made Saginaw history, we were the best of the best. 



To this day no one really knew who pulled off that raid. I will tell you – yes…it was the Aides of ’74….boys. It 
was us. And given then same circumstances again, we would have done it all over again for no other reason 
but….. For the glory of the kill! 

Respectfully submitted on behalf of my camp “sisters,” by Aide of ’74 Deb Forman  

PS: See Sharon….. We did learn our lesson – we learned to work as a team, group dynamics, group cohesion, 
even leadership development! 

 


